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The American Physical Society's Division of Fluid Dynamics (DFD) is pleased to announce the award-winning posters and videos of the 39th Annual Gallery of Fluid Motion.

39th Annual Gallery of Fluid Motion Award winners announced
Bright streaks show the motion of small tracer particles; dark circles at the periphery show the 0.3 mm-diameter solid grains comprising the solid matrix. At this higher flow rate, polymers cause ...

Porous Artificial Rock Helps Channel an Answer to a 54-Year-Old Mystery (IMAGE)
Multiple groups of petitioners in the newly consolidated litigation and renamed challenge to the OSHA ETS, now known as the “OSHA Covid Rule Case,” Docket No, 21-7000, MCP No. 165 (6th&nbs ...

The OSHA ETS Legal Battle Continues: Petitioners Request En Banc Review; Government Files Emergency Motion to Dissolve Stay
A physical therapist can help pinpoint what's causing your low back pain and how to treat it.miniseries/Getty Images Low back pain may be an easy fix: ...

5 non-invasive ways to relieve low back pain
For 25 years, Wei Liu had been practicing and teaching tai chi, including to people suffering from chronic knee pain, believing the exercises strengthen legs and instill calm.Then he began running ...

How to exercise with chronic pain
The Jewish opposition (excluding the Joint List) is by far much more to blame than the coalition for escalating threats and attacks on MKs.

Opposition responsible for toxic Knesset discourse, physical threats on MKs - opinion
That said, while the set encroaches on must-buy territory, the edge-lit LED panel and motion issues keep it from ... Be sure to read our Samsung Q95T 4K QLED TV review – we awarded this stunning ...

Samsung NU8000 (UN55NU8000, UE55NU8000) review
DronePro 4K review; Due to yearnings of many consumers for an in-depth and comprehensive DronePro 4k review, this piece of information on Drone Pro 4k was created after hours of research and analysis.

DronePro 4K review 2021; Shocking Facts Revealed About This Trending Drone?
A major reorganization of the University of Wyoming’s academic programs will proceed as outlined by the university’s administration, following votes of support Thursday by UW’s Board of Trustees.

UW Trustees approve academic reorganization
Accordingly, the insurer argued in its motion that “[e]ven if plaintiff’s evidence showed physical contamination at any of its properties, which it does not, the evidence introduced by ...

Jury Sides with Insurer in First COVID-19 Jury Trial
Taking a deeper look at the Reflex, you'll find it to be a light that answers a lot of questions ... the StellaPro Reflex can do the trick. Light & Motion Reflex S LED/Flash Head https ...

Light & Motion Releases Reflex Light for Hybrid Shooters; More Info at B&H
The opposition Yukon Party tabled a motion ... to answer — reasonable questions about her role, what she knew, when she knew it and what she did about it," Cathers said. Don't 'sideline' review ...

Yukon premier stands by minister, despite motion calling for resignation
Trump counsel Jesse Binnall argued in a separate emergency motion filed Tuesday that such documents are being offered up to the committee "before judicial review is complete and before President ...

US appeals court temporarily blocks National Archives from releasing Trump docs to Jan. 6 committee
A professor of physical therapy at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, he used motion capture sensors ... according to a 2017 review of studies related to exercise ...
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